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1.

AVrOis the change in threshold voltage due to electron

Introduction

The information in conventional non-volatile semiconductor
memory devices is stored as a charge in a conductive floating
gate [1], or in an insulating layer such as in MNOS and
SONOS [2] devices. In both cases thege is homogeneously
charge distribution over the channel region. The NRONf,M
non-volatile memory device [3] is a novel two-bit memory
cell based on localized trapped-charge in a nitride layer
covered by thick top-oxide (7 nm) and bottom-oxide (9 nm).
In this work we present an electron discharge model of the
localized-trapped charge in an NROMTM non-volatile

emission.
We define

f(t)=^P
f
rMhere

Doing so

will

enable predicting

AI/r{t) at

different

gap" 2) The emission rates from the distributed traps depend

activated and its rate follows Boltanan statistics [4]:

t:ro *r(h)

(3)

Where 0, is the trap enerry, ts is the reciprocal of the
"attempt-to-escape" freque,ncy (-10-t3sec) t51 and T is the
absolute temperature.3) AVr(t) corresponds to changes in the
maximum charge concentration that is located over the n*
junction.

4) Most of the traps are empty. Therefore, each emitted
electron will be trapped immediately in adjacent sites.
Since according to Eq. (3) the emission time is related to the
trap energy, it is convenient to model the flrnction f(t) asf(fi.
Thus, AV{t) prediction at different temperatures is possible,

by

interchanging time and temperature. Therefore, the
physical meaning of f(il is the accumulated energy

distribution function of the electron traps. Hence,
AVrA corresponds to emission from traps with various

that charge loss is due to thermally activated

electron emission from nitride traps, where tunneling
between adjacent sites is neglected. The electron emission is
monitored via threshold voltage (Vr) measurements. The Ztof a programmed cell is given by
(

to 1 and was derived

on the energy barrier between the trapped charge and the
nitride "conduction band". The emission is thennallv

2. The Model

(t) = Vo + V,h u,g, + LVr (t)

equal

l) The traps are widely distributed over the nitride "band-

NROMTM rehability.
In this paper we present a model, which is based on thermally

V,

or

temperatures.
The model was established using the following assumptions:

thick enough to prevent it. Therefore, the only possible
concern is of the lateral charge redistribution in the nitride
layer, which results in a threshold voltage variation (AVi.
Modeling the discharge mechanisms of an NROMru device
is important for better understanding and control of the

It is asswned

smaller

Q)

experime,ntally by measuring AVr(t).The goal of this work is
to model f(t) as a function of the traps energy distribution.

memory device.
Charge retention depends on the mechanisms that affect the
stored charge quantity and spatial distribution. We assume
that elecfron emission from the nitride to the silicon or the
poly-gate is negligible since the bottom and top oxides are

activated electron emission from nitride traps. Tunneling
between adjacent sites is neglected. The model allows
prediction of the threshold voltage shift as a function of
temperature and time for various programming conditions.
For example, it predicts a - -250 mV threshold voltage shift
(AVr) after 10 years at 140'C for an initial 2.5V
prograrnming window. It should be noted that this model
follows a previous electron emission based model that was
developed for MNOS devices.(Lundkvist et aL [a]).

f(t) is

"h*gu

1)

Where Zp is the threshold voltage of fresh cell, VrTorr" is the
change in the threshold voltage due to programming and
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energy barriers with differe,nt time constants.

3. Experimental details and Results
Samples with the following dimensions were measured:

channel width, W:0.35 pm, effective channel length,
L:0.35pm, ONO thickness: boftom oxide, Tror=7 nm, nitride,
T"i,=5 nm and top oxide, Trop:9 nm. V1 measurements were
taken with low drain-source voltage (Vps:0.lV) to avoid
drain induce barrier lowering (DIBL) effect [6].

To evaluate f(il, we programmed few cells to
and than measured AVr(t) after 20 minutes

V"7o7g":2.5V

at

differe,nt

temperahres: 25"C, 90"C, l40oC, 200oC, 225"C,250oC and
300oC. We also used additional measurement data points
after longer times at 300"C to get a better characterization of
The derived f(O) is presented in Fig. 1. The energy
distribution of the electrons traps seems to be spread over the

f(il.

nitride ooband-gap" with relatively naffow "peak" charge
concentration located at - 2.72 eY beneath the "conduction
band". In comparison to other works ([4], [7] and [8]) these
values are relativd high. For example, in [7] traps depth
was found to be I eV, in [a] it was found to be widely
distributed in the range - I eV to 2.2 eV, and in [8] it was

- 0.35 eV and - 0.81 eV.
In Fig.lwe also added a best-fit function, .f = a . exp(n . 6,)
(a and b are fitting parameters) which was chosen since it
showed good fitting to the data. Note that this approximation
is limited to < 0.92. Thus, an interesting result is that
more than 90% of the charge that had been stored in traps
shallower than 2.3 eV.
found to be

f -

In Fig. 2, we show a comparison between measureme,lrts and
calcnlations of AVr(t) ot temperatures 90oC, 140oC, 200oC
and 300oC. Note that the observed and modeled electron
discharge span over wide range of temperatweso times and
AYTvalues. For example, after - 3'106 seconds, AVris- -190
mV at 140oC where at 300oC it is AsV. Based on the
model, AVTprediction after 10 y€ars at l40oC is only -250
mV for device programmed to 2.5V. This result indicates that
the NROMru device is a reliable non-volatile semiconductor
memory device.

-

-

4. Conclusions

A model was developed to

describe electron discharge of a
localized-charge based novel flash cell. The measured energy

distribution

of

elechon fraps

is relatively high, with
- 2.12 eY beneath the

maximum concentration located at

niride "conduction band". Based on these results, the model
fits accurately the experimental results over wide range of
time, temperature and AV1Q values. Low level of expected
AI|r(A after 10 years in the relevant te,mperatures implies that
the NROMru technology implies a reliable performance.
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Fig. 2. Comparison between calculated and measured threshold
voltage decrease over time and temperafure.
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